The Business Case for Mobile Audits
Most companies conduct weekly,
monthly, or quarterly audits and
inspections of safety, environmental and
quality control issues. Historically done
with pen, paper, Excel and Word, these
reports provide business benefits, but
can quickly become timeconsuming.
The time spent finding information that is
spread out over different documents makes important regular tasks a
challenge. Comparing data or spotting trends across your organization
becomes a burden. What’s more, the risk of data loss and human error is
often impossible to measure.

In the 21st century, businesses looking to optimize their inspection process
and do more with their data are turning to digital and mobile solutions to
reduce time and improve data analysis. With affordable mobile devices
such as iPad and Android, taking your business processes and increasing
the number of inspections you do has never been easier. With a mobile
solution, a team of auditors, inspectors and plant managers can conduct
inspections and automatically synchronize their data without the hours of
paperwork. A mobile auditing solution can help you upgrade your
inspection program for the modern era.

Nimonik: A Corporate Mobile Auditing Solution
Nimonik was chosen as best in category auditing solution by Apple Canada
and is relied upon by thousands of companies, including:







L’Oréal;
Rio Tinto Mining;
Arcadis;
Porter Airlines;
FedEx;
and many more.

“In processing the audit information, what would take two weeks now only
takes one day!” - Barry, Sapphire Care
“Amazing time saver and management loves the reports.”  Paul,
Compass Group
Time Savings, Robust Reports

● Most organizations save over 60% of audit report writing time by no
longer needing to enter data twice;
● Audit reporting is centralized, giving access to parties no matter
where they are; and
● Issues, tracking and reporting on corrective actions happens in real
time.
Contact us for a free business consultation and demonstration at
18886087511 or at i
nfo@nimonik.com
. A quick call can save you several
hours and thousands of dollars on compliance efforts.

